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0. Introduction
In recent years there has been a considerable progress in the general
theory of interpolation of linear operators. This progress resulted on
new descriptions of certain abstract methods of interpolation. It is well
known that all the classical interpolation functors admit simple orbital
or coorbital description. In other words, these functors can be obtained
by the minimal or maximal method of interpolation (see [3,8,16]). It is
well known that the theory of interpolation has interesting applications
in local theory of Banach spaces. The complex method of interpolation
is particularly useful. In fact, one of the most useful properties of
this method is commutativity with direct products. Further on here an
interpolation functor F is said to be `p-commutative, 1 6 p 6∞, with
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respect to a compatible couple (X0,X1) of Banach spaces if
F(`p(X0), `p(X1))= `p(F(X0,X1)).
If the above formula holds for any couple, F is simply called `p-
commutative. Here for a given Banach space X, `p(X) denotes the
Banach space of all sequences in X such that {‖xn‖X} ∈ `p.
Paper [19] presented a problem concerning description of all interpola-
tion functors which are `p-commutative for a given 16 p 6∞. As far as
we know this problem is still open. In [14], a class of interpolation func-
tors has been constructed, satisfying the above formula for p= 1 and any
compatible couple of Banach spaces. In [15], it has been shown that the
above formula remains valid for a class of compatible couples with local
unconditional structure (in the sense of couples) and for any 16 p 6∞,
provided F is an interpolation functor of Peetre.
Interesting from the point of view of applications is the case of p = 2
and (X0,X1) with X1 is a Hilbert space. In [21], Pisier proved that
for a complex Banach lattice X to be order isometric to a complex
interpolation space [X0,X1]θ generated by a complex couple (X0,X1)
of Banach lattices with X1 a Hilbert space it is necessary and sufficient
that X be both p-convex and p′-concave, with constants 1 and θ = 2/p′
(for another proof of Pisier’s result we refer to [9]). Next, by using
of interpolation and some general results from the theory of operator
ideals, Pisier generalized a result of Lewis [13] on estimates of the
norms of projections onto finite-dimensional subspaces of Lp-spaces,
1< p < 2. The idea of Pisier can be used to study the problem for other
interpolation spaces generated by certain interpolation functors which are
`2-commutative.
The local structure of interpolation spaces is important in the study of
global properties of these spaces. The present paper is devoted to study
interpolation orbit functors from the couples of weighted `p-spaces in
the class of regular finite dimensional couples. Let us outline briefly the
contents of the paper.
Section 1 contains some introductory material, definitions and nota-
tions. Certain new operator ideal is defined.
In Section 2 it is shown that the abstract J -method of interpolation
has an orbital description. This result is used to study interpolation orbit
functors from the couples of weighted `p or c0 spaces. It is proved that
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on the class of regular finite dimensional couples these functors coincide
isometrically with a certain (in a sense maximal) interpolation functor
generated by a product ideal Qq0 ⊗ Qq1 of qj -nuclear operators with
1/pj + 1/qj = 1 for j = 0,1. Applying this result, the equivalence of
the mentioned functors in the class of dual couples of Banach spaces
satisfying certain approximation condition is shown.
Section 3 contains the reiteration theorem of the type
F(Gθ0,p,Gθ1,p)=Gθ,p,
where F is in a quite large class of interpolation functors satisfying
certain conditions and Gθ,p (0 < θ < 1) is the orbit functor of the
sequence {2nθ } in the couple (`p, `p(2−n)). The case F = Gθ,∞ and
p =∞, yields a result by Ovchinnikov (see [17,18]). Section ends the
discussion of the problem concerning commutativity of interpolation
functors.
1. Operator ideals of maps between Banach couples
In the paper we will consider Banach spaces. In what follows X = Y
(X ∼= Y , respectively) means that the identity operator i :X → Y is
an isomorphism (an isometry, respectively) and X ↪→ Y (X c↪→ Y ,
respectively) means that X is continuously embedded in Y (the norm of
embedding X into Y is less than or equal c, respectively). All mappings
are linear and bounded. Throughout the paper a Banach couple means a
compatible couple of Banach spaces. The class of all Banach couples is
denoted by B.
In what follows, L(X,Y ) denotes the Banach space of all operators
T :X→ Y between two Banach couples X and Y , equipped with the
norm
T 7→ max
j=0,1
∥∥T |Xj∥∥Xj→Yj ,
and L stands for the class of all operators between Banach couples. For
every subclass A of L and for any pair of Banach couples A and B the
corresponding component A∩L(A,B ) is denoted by A(A,B ).
The pair (A, α) is said to be an operator quasi-ideal of maps between
Banach couples if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(i) A(X,Y ) is a Banach space for any X, Y ∈ B.
(ii) If U ∈L(X,Y ) has rank 1, then U ∈A(X,Y ).
(iii) For all T ∈ A(X,Y ) and all S ∈ L(A,X ), U ∈ L( Y ,B ), we
have UT S ∈A(A,B ) with α(UT S)6 ‖U‖α(T )‖S‖.
If we, additionally in (ii), have α(T )= ‖T ‖L(X,Y ), the (A, α) is called
an operator ideal of maps between Banach couples.
Remark. – Note that if A0 and A1 are ideals of maps of Banach
spaces in the sense of Pietsch [20], then for any X, Y ∈ B we define
A0 ⊗ A1(X,Y ) to be the space of all T ∈ L(X,Y ) such that T |Xj ∈
Aj (Xj , Yj), j = 0,1. It is easy to see that A0 ⊗A1 is an operator ideal
of maps between Banach couples provided A0 ⊗A1(X,Y ) is equipped
with the norm
T 7→max{‖T ‖A0(X0,Y0),‖T ‖A1(X1,Y1)}
for any Banach couples X= (X0,X1) and Y = (Y0, Y1).
In particular, if p¯ = (p0,p1) with 16 pj 6∞, and Cpj is an operator
ideal of all operators which factor through `pj , j = 0,1, then Cp0⊗Cp1 is
an operator ideal of maps between Banach couples, which will be denoted
by Cp¯ .
Let E be a Banach sequence lattice on J, where J is the set of integers
Z or the set of positive integers N. An operator T :X → Y between
Banach spaces X and Y is said to be E-quasi-nuclear if there exists a
sequence {xj ∗} ∈E(X∗) such that for any x ∈X, we have
‖T x‖Y 6
∥∥{x∗j (x)}∥∥E,
where for a given Banach space X, we denote by E(X) the Banach space
of all sequences x = {xn} in X, such that {‖xn‖X} ∈E, equipped with the
norm ‖x‖ = ‖{‖xn‖X}‖E .
We define on the space QE(X,Y ) of all E-quasi-nuclear operators
from X into Y the norm qE by
qE(T )= inf
∥∥{x∗j }∥∥E(X∗) for T ∈QE(X,Y ),
where the infimum is taken over all {x∗j } ∈ E(X∗) for which the above
inequality holds.
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By using the obvious inequality
‖T ‖L(X,Y ) 6 qE(T ) for T ∈QE(X,Y )
it is not difficult to show the following.
PROPOSITION 1.1. – (QE, qE) is an operator quasi-ideal (an oper-
ator ideal provided there exists n such that ‖en‖E = 1) in the sense of
Pietsch.
Note that in the case E = `p, 1 6 p < ∞, the operator ideal QE
coincides with the well known operator ideal Qp of p-quasi-nuclear
operators (see [20,23]).
Recall that if E is a Banach sequence lattice, then the Köthe dual E′
of E is a Banach sequence lattice defined by
E′ =
{
{ηn}:
∥∥{ηn}∥∥E′ = sup‖{ξn}‖E61
∑
n
|ξnηn|<∞
}
.
It is well known that if E is separable, then the dual E∗ is an order
isometric to the Köthe dual space. Let {en} be the standard unit vector
basis in c0 = c0(J). One can easily prove the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.2. – Let E be a separable Banach sequence lattice
and let Y be any Banach space. Assume that T ∈ QE′(E,Y ). Then
{T en} ∈E′(Y ) and ‖{T en}‖E′(Y ) 6 qE′(T ).
The above result suggests to define a subclass of operators in the
following way: for a given Banach sequence space E and any Banach
space Y an operator T :E→ Y belongs to ΛE′(E,Y ) if {T en} ∈ E′(Y ).
We will need the following result.
PROPOSITION 1.3. – Let E be a separable Banach sequence lattice
and let Y be a Banach space. Then ΛE′(E,Y ) is a Banach space
equipped with the norm
γE′(T )=
∥∥{T en}∥∥E′(Y ) for ΛE′(E,Y ).
Proof. – First we show that
‖T ‖L(E,Y ) 6 γE′(T )
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for any T ∈ΛE′(E,Y ). In fact, for any ξ = {ξn} ∈E we have∑
n
|ξn|‖T en‖Y 6 ‖ξ‖EγE′(T ).
This implies that the series
∑
T (ξnen) is strongly summable in Y for any
ξ ∈ E. Since E is separable the unit basis vectors form an unconditional
basis in E, ξ =∑n ξnen. Hence by continuity of T :E→ Y , we obtain
the required inequality ‖T ξ‖Y 6 ‖ξ‖EγE′(T ).
Let {Tk} be a sequence of operators in ΛE′(E,Y ) such that
∞∑
k=1
γE′(Tk) <∞.
Combining the above with the completness of L(E,Y ), we obtain that
the series
∑
k Tk converges to T in L(E,Y ). Since
∥∥{T en}∥∥E′(Y ) 6 ∞∑
k=1
γE′(Tk),
we conclude that T ∈ΛE′(E,Y ). This completes the proof. 2
Throughout the paper, if A and B are operator ideals, then A c↪→ B
means that for corresponding components of Banach spaces continuous
inclusions hold with the universal constant c.
2. Main results
In this section we are interested in study of some abstract interpolation
constructions (interpolation functors) generated by certain class of
operators.
Let K = {(A,A )} be a class of triples of Banach spaces with A ∈ B
such that there exist positive constants δ, σ satisfying
∆(A)
δ
↪→A σ↪→Σ(A).
For any operator ideal (A, α) of maps between Banach couples, we define
an (exact) interpolation functor HAK as follows: for any Banach couple X,
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HAK (X )=H(X ) is a Banach space of all x ∈Σ(X ) such that
‖x‖H(X ) := sup
{‖T x‖A: α(T )6 1, T ∈A(X,A), (A,A) ∈K}<∞.
If K = {(Y,Y )}, then an interpolation functor HAK is called a coorbit
of Y in Y with respect to the ideal A and is denoted by CorbAY ( ·, Y )
(CorbY ( ·, Y ) if A = L). Coorbit functors were intensively studied
in [1,3,8,16]. It is well known that H := CorbY ( ·, Y ) is a maximal
interpolation functor with the property Y 1↪→H( Y ), i.e., if G is an exact
interpolation functor such that Y 1↪→ G( Y ), then G(X ) 1↪→H(X ) for any
Banach couple X. Because of this property we say that an interpolation
functor F is said to be a maximal interpolation functor generated by a
Banach couple Y provided that
F(X )∼=CorbF( Y )(X,Y )
holds for any Banach couple X.
We need also the definition of an interpolation orbit. Let X and Y be
two classes of Banach couples. A class (A, α) of operators is said to be
an interpolation class with respect to {X ,Y } if the following conditions
are satisfied for every A ∈X and X, Y ∈ Y :
(i) (A(A,X ),α) is a Banach space continuously embedded in
L(A,X ).
(ii) If T ∈L(A,X ) has rank 1, then T ∈A(A,X ).
(iii) For all T ∈ A(A,X ) and S ∈ L(X,Y ), the operator ST ∈
A(A,Y ) and α(ST )6 ‖S‖α(T ).
Let A be a Banach couple and let (A, α) be an interpolation class of
operators with respect to {{A},X }. For any 0 6= a ∈A0+A1 and X ∈X ,
we define
GAa (A,X )=GAa (X )=
{
x ∈Σ(X): x = T a, T ∈A(A,X )}.
It is easy to check that if X = B, then GAa is an exact interpolation
functor equipped with the norm
‖x‖ = inf{α(T ): x = T a, T ∈A(A,X )}.
In the case A = L, we will write Ga(A, · ) instead of GLa (A, · ) or
simply Ga .
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We will consider the generalized J -method of interpolation. We prove
that the J -method has a simple orbital description. Recall that if a couple
Φ = (Φ0,Φ1) is a parameter of the J -method, i.e.,Φ is a couple Banach
lattices on Z such that Φ0 ∩ Φ1 ⊂ `1, then J -method space JΦ(X ) =
JΦ0,Φ1(X ) consists of all x ∈ X0 +X1 which can be represented in the
form
x =
∞∑
n=−∞
un (convergence in X0 +X1)
with u= {un} ∈Φ0(X0) ∩Φ1(X1). It is well known (see [3,10]) that for
any X ∈ B, J (X ) is a Banach space with the norm
‖x‖ = inf
{
max
{‖u‖Φ0(X0),‖u‖Φ1(X1)}: x = ∞∑
n=−∞
un
}
.
In case when E = (E0,E1) is a couple of Banach lattices on Z such
that (Φ0,Φ1) = (E0(2−nθ ),E1(2n−nθ )) is a parameter of the J -method
space with 0 6 θ 6 1, then the space JΦ(X ) (respectively JΦ0,Φ1(X ))
is denoted by Jθ,E(X ) (respectively Jθ,E0,E1(X )). In particular, if E =
E0 = E1 and θ = 0, the space J0,E,E(X ) is the classical space JE(X )
(see [4,10]).
Following remark, we denote by QE and ΛE′ the corresponding
components of operators ΛE′0 ⊗ ΛE′1 and QE0 ⊗ QE1 , respectively,
equipped with the natural norms.
PROPOSITION 2.1. – Let E = (E0,E1) be a couple of Banach
sequence lattices on Z and let 0< |ξ | ∈ (E0+E1)a . Then for any Banach
couple X the following formula holds:
GΛξ (E,X )
∼= JΦ(X ),
where Λ=ΛE′(E, · ) and Φ = (E′0(1/|ξ |),E′1(1/|ξ |)).
Proof. – It is clear that Φ is a parameter of the J -method. Denote
G(X ) := GΛξ (E,X ) and J (X ) := JΦ(X ). Assume x ∈ G(X ) with
‖x‖G(X ) < 1. This implies that there exists T ∈ ΛE′(E,X ) such that
x = T ξ . Thus ∥∥{T en}∥∥E′
j
(Xj )
6 1, j = 0,1.
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Since the unit basis vectors en form an unconditional basis in (E0+E1)a ,
we have
x =
∞∑
n=−∞
ξnT en (convergence in X0 +X1).
Put un = ξnT en, n ∈ Z. Then, we get {un} ∈ Φ0(X0) ∩ Φ1(X1) and
‖{un}‖Φj (Xj ) 6 1. Combining the above, we conclude that x ∈ J (X ) and
G(X )
1
↪→J (X ).
To prove the opposite inclusion, assume that x ∈ J (X ) and ‖x‖J (X )<
1. Thus, for some {xn} ∈Φ0(X0)∩Φ1(X1), we have
x =
∞∑
n=−∞
xn (convergence in X0 +X1)
and
max
{‖{xn}‖Φ0(X0),‖{xn}‖Φ1(X1)}6 1.
Now we define an operator T by
T {ηn} =
∞∑
n=−∞
ηnxn/ξn for {ηn} ∈E0 +E1.
It is easy to check that T :E→X, T en = xn/ξn for all n ∈ Z and∥∥{T en}∥∥E′
j
(Xj )
= ∥∥{xn}∥∥Φj (Xj ) 6 1
for j = 0,1. This implies that T ∈ΛE′(E,X ) and γE′(T )6 1. Since
T ξ =
∞∑
n=−∞
xn = x,
x ∈G(X ) and ‖x‖G(X ) 6 1. Consequently, this shows that
J (X ) 1↪→G(X ).
The proof is thus complete. 2
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COROLLARY 2.2. – Let (E0,E1) be a couple of maximal Banach
sequence lattices on Z such that 1= {. . . ,1,1,1, . . .} ∈ (E′0+E′1)a . Then
for any Banach couple X the following formula
GΛ1 (E
′,X )∼= JE(X )
holds with Λ=ΛE(E′, · ).
It is trivial to establish the following technical result which will be used
in what follows.
PROPOSITION 2.3. – Let A be a Banach couple and let A be an
operator ideal of maps between Banach couples and let B be an
interpolation class of operators with respect to {{A },Y }. Assume that
A(A,Y ) c↪→ B(A,Y ) for any Y ∈ Y . Then for any Banach couple X the
following continuous inclusion holds:
Ga(A,X )
c
↪→HAK (X ),
where K= {(GBa (A,Y ), Y ): Y ∈ Y }.
We are interested in when is the converse inclusion in Proposition 2.3
continuous. In general, the problem is delicate even if we restrict the
problem to the class F in of regular finite dimensional couples. First
result of such kind has been obtained in [17] for an interpolation orbit
functor ϕ` of Ovchinnikov in order to prove a reiteration theorem for this
functor (cf. also for a modification of the proof [11]).
In this paper we show that an interpolation orbit functors from the
couples of weighted `p spaces coincide on the class of regular finite
dimensional couples with coorbit interpolation functor generated by
certain operator ideals.
In what follows by a regular couple we mean a Banach couple X such
that X0 ∩X1 is dense in both X0 and X1. Thus it follows that a regular
finite dimensional couple is a couple formed by finite dimensional vector
space equipped with two norms.
Before the proof of the main result of this section we need a simple
technical separation result (cf. [11]). For the sake of completness we
include its proof.
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Let Rn+ = {a = (a1, . . . , an): aj > 0}, B1 = {a ∈ Rn:
∑n
j=n aj 6 1},
B∞ = {a ∈Rn: |aj |6 1} and let 〈 , 〉 denote the natural inner product in
Rn.
LEMMA 2.4. – Let Ω ⊂ Rn+ be a nonempty set such that for each
a ∈ B1 ∩Rn+ there exists σa ∈Ω with 〈a,σa〉6 1. Then for every ε > 0,
we have
conv(Ω)∩ (1+ ε)B∞ 6= ∅.
Proof. – Consider the set
B = {x ∈Rn: xj 6 1+ ε, j = 1, . . . , n}.
Suppose that conv(Ω) ∩ (1+ ε)B∞ = ∅. Then B ∩ conv(Ω)= ∅. Since
0 is an interior point of B , there exists a linear functional f on Rn,
f (x)=∑j=1 ajxj , such that
sup
x∈B
f (x)= 16 inf
σ∈Ω f (σ ).
It is clear that aj > 0 (otherwise supx∈B f (x)=∞), and
sup
x∈B
f (x)=
n∑
j=1
(1+ ε)aj = 1.
Hence, (1+ε)a ∈ B1∩Rn+. Thus, by the assumption, it follows that there
exists σa(1+ε) ∈Ω such that 〈(1+ ε)a, σ(1+ε)a〉6 1. Consequently,
f (σ(1+ε)a)= 〈a,σ(1+ε)a〉6 (1+ ε)−1 < 1,
a contradiction. 2
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 2.5. – Let E = (E0,E1) with Ej = `pj (wj ) for 1< pj <∞ and Ej = c0(wj) for pj = ∞, j = 0 or j = 1. If 0 < |ξ | ∈ E0 +
E1, then for any regular finite dimensional couple X = (X0,X1) the
following formula holds:
Gξ(E,X )∼=HQK (X ),
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where Q := Qq0 ⊗ Qq1 , K = {(GΛξ (E,Y ), Y ): Y ∈ B } with Λ :=
ΛE′(E, · ), and 1/pj + 1/qj = 1 for j = 0,1.
Proof. – By Proposition 2.3, it follows that we only need to show that
H
Q
K (X )
1
↪→Gξ(X )
for each regular finite dimensional couple X.
Fix X = (X0,X1) ∈ F in and ε > 0. Then by compactness argument
there exist functionals f 10 , . . . , f N0 ∈ X∗0 and f 11 , . . . , f N1 ∈ X∗1 such that
for i = 0,1; k = 1, . . . ,N , ‖f ki ‖X∗1 = 1 and
‖x‖Xi 6 (1+ ε) max16k6N
∣∣f ki (x)∣∣.
Let a, b ∈ RN+ ∩B1. Define new norms on X0 and X1 in the following
way:
‖x‖Xa0 =
(
N∑
k=1
(
ak + εq0/N)1/q0∣∣f k0 (x)∣∣q0
)1/q0
,
and
‖x‖Xb1 =
(
N∑
k=1
(
bk + εq1/N)1/q1∣∣f k1 (x)∣∣q1
)1/q1
,
where 1/pj + 1/qj = 1 for j = 0,1.
Note that if we put x∗k (x)= (ak + εq0/N)1/q0f k0 (x) and y∗k (x)= (bk +
εq1/N)1/q1f k1 (x) for k = 1, . . . ,N and x∗k = y∗k = 0 for |k|>N , then we
have ∥∥{x∗k }∥∥`q0 (X∗0 ) = (1+ εq0)1/q0 6 1+ ε,
and ∥∥{y∗k }∥∥`q1 (X∗1) = (1+ εq1)1/q1 6 1+ ε.
Combining the above, we obtain that the identity map i ∈Qq0(X0,Xa0)⊗
Qq1(X1,X
b
1), and q`pj (i) 6 1 + ε for j = 0,1. This implies that if‖x‖
H
Q
K (X )
< 1, then
‖ix‖GΛ
ξ
(Xa0 ,X
b
1 )
< 1+ ε.
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From the definition of an interpolation orbit GΛξ , we obtain that there
exists an operator T a,b : (E0,E1)→ (Xa0 ,Xb1) such that
T a,bξ = ix = x
and
max
{
γE′0
(
T a,b
)
, γE′1
(
T a,b
)}
6 1+ ε.
In consequence, we obtain∥∥{T a,b(en)}∥∥E′0(Xa0 ) 6 1+ ε
and ∥∥{T a,b(en)}∥∥E′1(Xb1 ) 6 1+ ε.
Since
∑
ak 6 1, hence 06 ak 6 a1/q0k for k = 1, . . . ,N . Thus, it follows
that
N∑
k=1
ak
( ∞∑
n=−∞
∣∣f k0 (T a,ben)ω0n∣∣q0
)
6 (1+ ε)q0,
where ω0 = {w−10n } and ω1 = {w−11n }. Similarly, we obtain
N∑
k=1
bk
( ∞∑
n=−∞
∣∣f k1 (T a,ben)ω1n∣∣q1
)
6 (1+ ε)q1 .
Now we fix b ∈RN+ ∩B1 and define
Ω = {σa = (σ 1a , . . . , σNa ) ∈RN+ : a ∈RN+ ∩B1},
where
σ ka =
∞∑
n=−∞
∣∣(1+ ε)−1f k0 (T a,ben)ω0n∣∣q0
for k = 1, . . . ,N . Then, by the above inequalities, it follows that
〈a,σa〉6 1. Applying Lemma 2.4, we conclude that there exist a =
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(a1, . . . , aN) ∈RN+ ∩B1 and α1, . . . , αp > 0 with
∑p
j=1 αj = 1 such that
p∑
j=1
αjσaj 6 (1+ ε)q0, k = 1, . . . ,N.
Hence for k = 1, . . . ,N , we have
p∑
j=1
αj
( ∞∑
n=−∞
∣∣f k0 (T aj ,ben)ω0n∣∣q0
)
6 (1+ ε)2q0.
Now define an operator T b :=∑pj=1 αjT aj ,b. Then
T bξ =
p∑
j=1
αjT
aj ,bξ =
p∑
j=1
αjx = x.
By the convexity of the function t 7→ tq0 , we obtain for k = 1, . . . ,N ,
∥∥{f k0 (T b(en))}∥∥q0`q0 (ω0n)=
∞∑
n=−∞
∣∣∣∣∣
p∑
j=1
αjf
k
0
(
T aj ,ben
)
ω0n
∣∣∣∣∣
q0
6
∞∑
n=−∞
p∑
j=1
αj
∣∣f k0 (T aj ,ben)ω0n∣∣q0 6 (1+ ε)2q0.
Applying the same procedure, we conclude that there exists an operator
T =
r∑
j=1
λjT
bj
with λj > 0 and
∑r
j=1 λj = 1 such that T ξ = x and∥∥{f ki (T en)}∥∥E′
i
6 (1+ ε)2
for i = 0,1 and k = 1, . . . ,N . Since for any η = {ηn} ∈ Ei and k =
1, . . . ,N ,∣∣f ki (T η)∣∣6∑
n
|ηn|
∣∣f ki (T en)∣∣6 ‖η‖Ei∥∥{f ki (T en)}∥∥E′
i
,
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we obtain for i = 0,1 the inequality
‖T η‖Xi 6 (1+ ε) max16k6N
∣∣f ki (T η)∣∣6 (1+ ε)3‖η‖Ei .
This implies that ‖T ‖E→X 6 (1+ ε)3. Since x = T ξ , hence x ∈Gξ(X )
and
‖x‖Gξ (X) 6 ‖T ‖L(E,X ) 6 (1+ ε)3.
We thus have proved that
H
Q
K (X )
1
↪→Gξ(X ).
This completes the proof. 2
Remark. – The above Theorem and the result below suggests that
Theorem 2.5 holds true for any couple E = (E0,E1) of separable Banach
sequence lattices on Z.
PROPOSITION 2.6. – Let E be a Banach sequence lattice on N and let
(X,‖ ·‖) be a finite dimensional Banach space. Then for every 0< a ∈ `1
with ‖a‖`1 6 1 and every ε > 0 there exists a norm ‖ · ‖a on X such
that the identity map i :X→ Xa := (X,‖ · ‖a) is in QE′(X,Xa) with
qE′(i)6 1+ ε.
Proof. – Fix ε > 0. Since X is finite dimensional, by compactness
argument, it follows that there exist functionals f1, . . . , fN ∈ X∗ such
that ‖fk‖X∗ = 1 for j = 1, . . . ,N and
‖x‖X 6 (1+ ε) max
16k6N
∣∣fk(x)∣∣.
Let a = {an} ∈ `1 be in the unit ball of `1. By Lozanovskiı˘ factorization
theorem [13] (cf. also [6]) it follows that a has a factorization a = ξη
with ξ = {ξj } ∈ E, η= {ηj } ∈E′ and
‖ξ‖E‖η‖E′ 6 1+ ε.
Define a new norm ‖ · ‖a on X in the following way:
‖x‖a :=
N∑
k=1
akfk(x) for x ∈X.
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Now put x∗k = ‖ξ‖Eηkfk for k = 1, . . . ,N and x∗k = 0 for k > N .
Combining the above, we obtain
‖ix‖Xa 6
∥∥{x∗k (x)}∥∥E′ .
Since ∥∥{x∗k }∥∥E′(X∗) = ‖ξ‖E‖η‖E′ 6 1+ ε,
we conclude that i ∈QE′(X,Xa) with qE′(i)6 1+ ε. 2
For the proof of the next result we need the following (cf. [14]).
PROPOSITION 2.7. – Let F be a maximal functor on the class of
subcouples X generated by a Banach couple Y . Then
HAK (X )∼= CorbAF( Y )(X,Y )
for any X ∈ X , any class K = {(F(A),A)} with (F( Y ), Y ) ∈ K, and
any operator ideal A of maps between Banach couples.
Proof. – Let (A, α) be an ideal o maps between Banach couples and
let X ∈ X be arbitrary. Take any (F(A),A) ∈K and T ∈A(X,A) and
let x ∈G(X ) := CorbAF( Y )(X,Y ) be fixed. From the maximality of F ,
it follows that
‖T x‖F(A ) = sup
{‖ST x‖F( Y ): ‖S‖L(A,Y ) 6 1}.
We have ST ∈A(X,Y ) with α(ST )6 1. Thus
‖T x‖F(A ) 6 sup
{‖V x‖F( Y ): V ∈A(X,Y ),α(V )6 1}= ‖x‖G(X ).
This implies that
CorbAF( Y )(X,Y )
1
↪→HAK (X ).
The converse embedding is obvious, since (F( Y ), Y ) ∈K. 2
COROLLARY 2.8. – Let E = (E0,E1) with Ej = `pj (wj ) for 1 <
pj 6∞ and Ej = c0(wj) for pj = ∞, j = 0 or j = 1. If 0 < |ξ | ∈
E0 + E1, Q := Qq0 ⊗ Qq1 with 1/pj + 1/qj = 1, j = 0,1 and K =
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{JΦ(`∞, `∞(2−n)), `∞} with Φ = (E′0(1/|ξ |),E′1(1/|ξ |)), then for any
regular finite dimensional couple X the following formula holds with
universal constants of equivalence of norms:
Gξ(E,X )=HQK (X ).
Proof. – By Theorem 4.2.33 in [3], it follows that if Φ = JΦ(`1,
`1(2−n)), then
JΦ(X )= JΦ(X )
holds for any X ∈ B. Thus, by Corollary 3.5.16 in [3], we conclude
that JΦ(X ) = KΨ (X ) holds with Ψ = Jφ(`∞, `∞(2−n)) for any
relatively complete couple X and the universal constants of equivalence
of norms. Here, KΨ denotes the K-method of interpolation generated
by Ψ , which is a maximal functor CorbΨ ( ·, ¯`∞) (see [3,16]). Since
finite dimensional couples are relatively complete, we conclude, in
particular, that J -method functor is equivalent on the class F in to a
maximal interpolation functor generated by the couple (`∞, `∞(2−n)).
Thus, applying Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.5, we obtain the desired
result. 2
COROLLARY 2.9. – Let E = (E0,E1) with Ej = `pj (2−nj ) for 1 <
pj 6∞ and Ej = c0(2−nj ) for pj =∞, j = 0 or j = 1. If ξθ = {2nθ },
1/q = (1 − θ)/q0 + θ/q1, Q = Qq0 ⊗ Qq1 with 1/pj + 1/qj = 1 for
j = 0,1, then for any X ∈F in the following formula holds:
Gξθ (E,X )= CorbQ`q(2−nθ )(X, ¯`∞),
and the constants of equivalence do not depend on the dimension of X.
Proof. – If 1/q = (1− θ)/q0 + θ/q1, 0 < θ < 1 and 1 6 q0, q1 6∞,
then
Jθ,`q0 ,`q1 (X )=Xθ,q,
for anyX ∈ B (see [7, Theorem 5.1]). Since (`∞, `∞(2−n))θ,q = `q(2−nθ )
(see [2, Theorem 5.6.1]), the result follows by Corollary 2.8. 2
We show that the above formula is true for some Banach couples
satisfying certain approximation condition. Recall that if X is a Banach
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couple and X is an intermediate space we denote the closure of X0 ∩X1
in X by X◦.
Following [17] a Banach couple is said to have the upper approxi-
mation property if there exists a constant C > 0 such that for any x ∈
(X0 + X1)◦ there exists a sequence of finite rank operators Pn :X→ X
such that ‖Pn‖L(X,X ) 6 C and Pn(x)→ x in X0 +X1.
LEMMA 2.10. – Assume F andG are interpolation functors such that
F(A)
C
↪→ G(A) for any A ∈ F in. If X is a Banach couple having the
upper approximation property with a constant γ such that F(X ) ↪→
(X0 + X1)◦ and the unit ball of G(X ) is a closed subset of X0 + X1,
then F(X )
γC
↪→G(X ).
Proof. – Let x ∈ F(X ) and let Pn be a sequence of operators defined
above. Let Ajn be a finite dimensional space generated by the space
Pn(X0 + X1) with the norm ‖ · ‖Xj , j = 0,1. Since the couple An =
(A0n,A1n) is in F in and Ajn 1↪→ Xj for any n ∈ N and j = 0,1 and
Pn :X→An with ‖Pn‖X→An 6 γ , we obtain
‖Pnx‖G(X ) 6
∥∥Pn(x)∥∥G(An) 6C∥∥Pn(x)∥∥F(An) 6 γC‖x‖F(X ).
Since Pn(x)→ x in X0 + X1 and the unit ball of G(X ) is closed in
X0 +X1, we conclude that
‖x‖G(X ) 6 γC‖x‖F(X ).
This completes the proof. 2
THEOREM 2.11. – Let E = (E0,E1) with Ej = `pj (2−nj ) for 1 <
pj 6∞ and Ej = c0(2−nj ) for pj =∞, j = 0 or j = 1. If ξθ = {2nθ },
1/q = (1 − θ)/q0 + θ/q1, Q := Qq0 ⊗ Qq1 with 1/pj + 1/qj = 1 for
j = 0,1, then
Gξθ (E,X )= CorbQ`q(2−nθ )(X, ¯`∞)
for any dual Banach couple having the upper approximation property.
Proof. – Let G(X ) :=Gξθ (E,X ) and F(X ) := CorbQ`q(2−nθ )(X, ¯`∞).
By Corollary 2.9 we have
F(A)=G(A) for A ∈F in.
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In particular, this implies that the functors F and G have the same
characteristic functions, i.e., for any couple (αR, βR) with α,β > 0, we
have
F(αR, βR)=G(αR, βR)= ϕ(α,β)R.
It is well known that the characteristic function for orbit functor Ga(A, · )
satisfies ϕ(α,β) = K∗(α,β, a;A) (see [16, pp. 389–390]). It is easy to
check that
K(α,β, ξθ ;E ) α1−θβθ .
Consequently, it follows by Lemma 7.7.1 in [16] that F(X ) ↪→Xθ,∞ for
any Banach couple X. Hence F(X ) ↪→ (X0 +X1)◦.
To finish, we observe that if A= (A0,A1) is a regular Banach couple
and X = (Y ′0, Y ′1), then since, Y ′0 + Y ′1 ∼= (Y0 ∩ Y1)∗ is a dual space,
the unit ball of the space L(A,X ) is compact in the weak∗ operator
topology onL(A0+A1, (Y0∩Y1)∗) generated by the family of seminorms
T 7→ |〈T (a), y〉|, where a ∈ ∆(A), y ∈ Y0 + Y1. This implies that the
unit ball of the space Ga(A,X ) is closed in X0 + X1. Combining with
Lemma 2.10, we conclude that
F(X ) ↪→G(X ).
As we have observed the reverse inclusion holds for any Banach couple,
thus the proof is finished. 2
3. Reiteration theorems
It is well known that theorems on “commutativity” of real as well
as complex method of interpolation have interesting applications in
interpolation. Results of this kind may be used for the description of
interpolation spaces between some intermediate spaces. The description
of orbit functors as coorbits of some spaces is also very useful in the
commutativity problem.
The description of the abstract J -method and K-method spaces simul-
tanously as minimal and maximal functors in the sense of Aronszajn–
Gagliardo obtained in [3] makes it possible to obtain a general results on
reiteration of these methods.
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In this section we prove a reiteration theorem for certain orbits spaces
considered in Section 2. In particular, we obtain a result by Ovchinnikov
for the generalization of the Calderón construction for Banach lattices to
arbitrary Banach couples (see [17,18]).
In what follows for any 1 6 p < ∞ the orbit functor Gξ( `p, · )
(Gξ( c0, · )) with ξ = {2nθ } is simply denoted by Gθ,p(·) (Gθ,∞(·),
respectively).
THEOREM 3.1. – Let 16 p 6∞ and let θ = (1− α)θ0+ αθ1, where
0 < α, θ0, θ1 < 1. Let F be an exact interpolation functor satisfying the
following conditions:
(i) `∞(2−nθ ) ↪→F(`∞(2−nθ0), `∞(2−nθ1)).
(ii) F(`q(2−nθ0), `q(2−nθ1)) ↪→ `q(2−nθ ), where 1/p+ 1/q = 1.
Then for any dual Banach couple X having the upper approximation
property the following equality holds:
F(Gθ0,p(X ),Gθ1,p(X ))=Gθ,p(X ).
Proof. – First assume that p = 1. Let X be a dual couple. Thus X is
relatively complete. It is well known that (`1, `1(2−n)) and X are relative
Calderón couples for any relatively complete Banach couple X (see
[3, Theorem 4.4.12] or [16, Theorem 5.2.1]). Since for any 0 < s < 1,
K(t, {2ns}; (`1, `1(2−n))) tθ , we have
Gξs
((
`1, `1
(
2−n
))
,X
)=Xs,∞
with ξs = {2ns}. As a consequence it follows by the reiteration of K-
functors by arbitrary functor that for any interpolation functor F we have
F(Xθ0,∞,Xθ1,∞)=XF(`∞(2−nθ0 ),`∞(2−nθ1 ))
(see [3, Theorem 4.3.1] or [16, Corollary 7.3.1]). If the functor F satisfies
the conditions (i) and (ii) with p = 1, then F(`∞(2−nθ0), `∞(2−nθ1)) =
`∞(2−nθ ). Thus, we obtain the desired reiteration formula.
Suppose now that 1 < p 6 ∞. For simplicity, let H(X ) :=
F(Gα0,p(X ),Gα1,p(X )) for any X ∈ B. Since (`p, `p(2−n)) is a
Calderón couple (see [22]), we have
Gβ,p
(
`p, `p
(
2−n
))∼= (`p, `p(2−n))β,∞ ∼= `∞(2−nβ)
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for any 0< β < 1. Thus by (i), it follows that
`∞
(
2−nθ
)
↪→H (`p, `p(2−n)).
Since Gθ,p is a minimal interpolation functor with the property
`∞
(
2−nθ
)
↪→Gθ,p(`p, `p(2−n)),
we conclude that
Gθ,p(X ) ↪→H(X )
holds for any X ∈ B and the constant of embedding is universal.
We now set out to prove the reverse continuous inclusion if X is a
dual Banach couple having the upper approximation property. By the
Gustavsson’s result (see [16, Lemma 8.3.3]), we have
Gα,∞(X )=Gξα( c0,X )
for any 0< α < 1 and any dual coupleX. Since regular finite dimensional
couples are dual couples, it follows by Theorem 2.11 that in order to
finish the proof we need to show that there exists a positive constant γ
such that for any x ∈H(X ) with ‖x‖H(X ) < 1, we have
‖x‖CorbQ
`q (2−nθ )(X,
¯`∞) 6 γ,
where Q :=Qq ⊗Qq with 1/p + 1/q = 1. Let T ∈Q(X, ¯`∞) with the
norm not greater one. Since for any 0< β < 1, we have
Jβ,`q,`q
(
`∞, `∞
(
2−n
))= `q(2−nβ),
it follows by Theorem 2.11 that
T :
(
Gθ0,p(X ),Gθ1,p(X )
)→ (`q(2−nθ0), `q(2−nθ1))
and ‖T ‖
Gθj ,p(X )→`q(2−nθj ) 6 C for j = 0,1, where C is a constant
independent of X and T . In consequence, by interpolation property and
the assumption (ii), we obtain that there exists a constant γ such that
‖T x‖`q (2−nθ ) 6 γ ‖x‖H(X ) 6 γ.
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Taking the supremum over all T ∈Q(X, ¯`∞) with ‖T ‖Q(X, ¯`∞) 6 1, we
obtain H(X )
γ
↪→Gθ,p(X ). 2
COROLLARY 3.2. – Let 1 6 p 6∞ and let θ = (1 − α)θ0 + αθ1,
where 0< α, θ0, θ1 < 1. Then the following reiteration formula holds:
Gα,∞
(
Gθ0,p(X ),Gθ1,p(X )
)∼=Gθ,p(X )
for any dual Banach couple X having the upper approximation property.
Proof. – It is well known that for any 16 q <∞, we have
Gα,∞
(
`q
(
2−nθ0
)
, `q
(
2−nθ1
))= `q(2−nθ )
(see [16, p. 458]). This shows that the functor F := Gα,∞ satisfies the
conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1. 2
The result of this paper may be used to study `p-commutativie
functors. In what follows for a given sequence {Xn} of Banach spaces
and a Banach sequence lattice E we define a Banach space (⊕Xn)E to
be a natural generalization of E(X). In case when {Xn} = {(X0n,X1n)}
is a sequence of Banach couples and p¯ = (p0,p1), a Banach couple
((⊕X0n)`p0 , (⊕X1n)`p1 ) is denoted by (⊕Xn)p¯ , 1 6 pj 6∞ (j = 0,1).
If p¯= (q, q), we write (⊕Xn )q instead of (⊕Xn )p¯.
If (A, α) is an ideal of maps between Banach couples, then the closed
unit ball of the space A(X,Y ) is denoted by BA(X,Y ).
An ideal A is said to has `p¯-property with respect to a pair (X ,C ) of
subclasses of B whenever
{Xn} ⊂X , {An} ⊂ C, and Tn ∈ BA(Xn,An)
implies that ⊕Tn ∈ BA((⊕Xn)`p¯ , (⊕An)`p¯ ), where the operator ⊕Tn is
defined as follows
⊕Tn{xn} = {Tnxn} for {xn} ∈ (⊕X0n)`p0 + (⊕X1n)`p1 .
In what follows C will denote a subclass of Banach couples which is
closed with respect to the direct product in the sense of `p¯, i.e.,
(⊕An)`p¯ ∈ C for {An} ∈ C.
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PROPOSITION 3.3. – Assume that an ideal (A, α) has `p¯-property
with respect to (X ,C ). Let F be an interpolation functor such that
F((⊕An)`p¯ ) c↪→ (⊕F(An))`p for every {An} ∈ C. Then the interpolation
functor H =HAK with K= {(F(A ),A): A ∈ C} satisfies
H
(
(⊕Xn )`p¯
) c
↪→ (⊕H(Xn))`p
for every {Xn} ⊂X .
Proof. – Let x = {xn} ∈ H((⊕Xn)`p¯ ). Since the natural projections
Pk defined by Pk{yn} = yk map (⊕Xn)`p¯ into Xk, we conclude that
xn ∈ H(Xn) for each n. Thus, for a fixed ε > 0, there exist An ∈ C and
Tn ∈ BA(Xn,An) such that
‖xn‖H(Xn) 6 (1+ ε)‖Tnxn‖F(An).
This yields, by the assumption on F that(∑
n
‖xn‖pH(Xn)
)1/p
6 (1+ ε)
(∑
n
‖Tnxn‖pF(An)
)1/p
6 c(1+ ε)∥∥⊕ Tn{xn}∥∥F((⊕An)`p¯ ).
But α(⊕Tn) 6 1 and (⊕An)`p¯ ∈ C. Thus combining the above, we
conclude that x ∈ (⊕H(Xn))`p and the desired continuous inclusion
holds. 2
It is well known (cf. [2]) that if 1/p = (1 − θ)/p0 + θ/p1, then the
classical Lions–Peetre space Xθ,p , 0< θ < 1, satisfies
Xθ,p = JΦ(X ),
where Φ = (`p0(2−nθ ), `p1(2n−nθ )). Moreover, by a minor modification
of the proof of the well known result (cf. [2]), we can prove that for
any {Xn} ⊂ B, the functor F(·)= (·)θ,p with 1/p = (1− θ)/p0 + θ/p1,
16 p0,p1 <∞, satisfies
F((⊕Xn)p¯)= (⊕F(Xn))`p .
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An ideal with `p¯-property with respect to (B,B ) is said to have the
`p¯-property. Recall that if 1 6 p 6 ∞, then Cp denotes the ideal of
operators factorizable through `p. Thus T :X→ Y is in Cp(X,Y ) if there
exist A ∈ L(X, `p) and B ∈ L(`p, Y ) such that T = BA. The ideal norm
αp in Cp is defined by αp(T )= inf ‖A‖‖B‖. It is well known that (Cp,αp)
is an operator ideal in the sense of Pietsch.
Following remark, we define Cp¯ = Cp0 ⊗ Cp1 an operator ideal of
maps between Banach couples, where p¯ = (p0,p1). Since (⊕`pj )' `pj ,
(j = 0,1) holds isometrically, it is easy to see that the following result
holds true.
PROPOSITION 3.4. – The operator ideal Cp¯ have the `p¯-property.
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